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International Congress on Medieval Studies
Kalamazoo -- 8-12 May 1996
KaJila Wa Dimna and the Esope: Fables East and West.
Sahar Amer
Critics since the nineteenth century have identified an eleventh-century
collection of Phaedric fables, the Romulus NiJantii (RN), as Marie de
France's main source for her twelfth-century fable collection, known as the
Esope. While it is true that most of Marie de France's fables have indeed
Aesopic sources. it remains that this tradition in no way constitutes Marie's
sale model.
A close study of Marie's recueil reveals that 10% of her fables have
specific sources in the Arabic fable collection extensively circulating in the
Andalus since the ninth century and probably known in an oral form in
Eleanor of Aquitaine'S court: KaJila Wa Dimna. In this presentation, , propose to examine in detail the way Marie re-writes the Arabic fables and to
compare it with her treatment of the Aesopic material. My analysis shows
that both the Arabic and the Aesopic fables in Marie de France's Esope are
accompanied by a new theory of reading, very different from the one found
in the RN. but well attested in the Arabic fable tradition. While the Latin
fable tradition adopts a Christian attitude of defense, takes very seriously
its didactic role, categorically opposes truth to falsity, controls the readers'
response, and offers pre-packadged morals, Marie de France's collection
is not cognizant of this Christian attitude. but indicates rather an
indebtedness to an Arabo-Islamic world view. Under the guise of giving the
reader a clear moral, Marie de France undermines her own role as narrator
and teacher as she questions the very possibility of the fable to be a
didactic instrument. Meanwhile, she places all learning responsibility upon
the reader and forces him or her to take an active role in deciphering and
interpreting the fables.
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This paper shows that Marie's indebtedness to Arabic sources can no
longer be overlooked . My analysis helps us better to appreciate the relationship between Eastern and Western literary traditions in the Middle
Ages, and allows us to see that one of the major contributions of the
Eastern to the Western world may well be a more positive view of man and
the world, a belief in his intellectual and rational capacities, and a realization that the world is made up of contingencies and not of absolutes.
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Congres de I'ACFAS
ale Logos et la parole au Moyen Age."
McGill University, Montreal -- 14 May 1996

3

Bien qu'il y ait de nombreux exemples de I'art de bien parler et de son
efficacite pratique au Moyen Age les deux cas examines se revelent interessants . Le but est de demontrer que pour Boccace I'episode de
Madonna Fllippa s'impose dans Ie cadre du sujet cho/si pour la journee et
que son interet ne se borne pas au jeu des mots. En realite sa preoccupation constante est la conduite du recit et Ie deroulementdes evenements. Ensuite, si pour Marie de France if n'y a pas de "fable de folie I
u iI nen ait phllosophie: pour I'auteur italien Ie but de ses nouvelles ne vise
jamais adonner un enseignement moral. En ce qui concerne la fabuliste.
Ie discours bref mais incisif du paysan de la fable n'a que des connotations
sociales. " faudrait finalement considerer son argumentation comme la
tentative de Marie de France de revendiquer et de legitimer cette figure
maltraitee qui passe ainsi, grace it sa ftbone eloquence du role de victime
celui de personnage qui a du succes dans la vie. Des lars, Ie paysan de
la fable annoncerait la typologie de I'individu humble mais ruse et habile
de la societe commer~ante representee par Boccace dans Ie Decameron.
M

,

a

La logique des bons mots:
Les Fables de Marie de France et Ie Decameron

McGill University

Roberta Morosini
Ce rapprochement pour Ie moins inhabituel entre deux auteurs et
deux ouvrages pour lesquels il n'y a aucune evidence de dependence veut
etre la continuation d'une communication presentee
la uJournee de
travaiJ sur Marie de France (Columbia University-Avril 1996) et a pour
objectif de mettre en evidence un trait commun entre les Fables et Ie
Decameron. Le paysan de la fable de Marie et Madonna Filippa sont impHques dans des proces ou leur culpabilite ne fait aucun doute et tous deux
se tirent d'affaire ("turne sun tort en dreit") en ayant recours
une
argumentation qui est prom pte et rusee, mais qui n'a de sens qu'au niveau
de I'expression verbale C'parole . .. semblable a la reisun," ecrit Marie),
puisqu 'elle vehicule un message relevant de I'absurde. Cette communication s'interesse examiner de pres les analogies et les differences des
raisonnements du paysan et de Madonna Filippa partir des procedes
narratifs adoptes par les deux auteurs. II s'ensuit que bon sens et
apparence de bon sens se reVl31ent I'extrema ratio dans les deux cas tandis
que ."a~orie entre I'absurdite du signifie et la coherence du signifiant est
soullgnee par Ie rire du public. Toutefois, I'argumentation absurde de
Filippa aboutit un double n§sultat: au niveau institutionnel (un changement dans la loi) et au niveau individuel (humiliation du mari).

a

International Arthurian SOCiety Meeting
Garda, Italy -- 21-27 July 1996

D

a

a

a
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Love of the Other: Fantasy in Two l.ais of Marie de France.
June Hall McCash
In her late twelfth-century collection of narrative lays, Marie de France
has used a variety of approaches and stylistic techniques to depict how
love may be attained and lost. In only two at the lays , however. Yonee
and Lamial, does fantasy seem to playa dominant role both as a psychological phenomenon and as a narrative device. Each lay has characteristics
of a fantasy generated by the mind of the prolagonist-on.e 1emale, one
male--who is desperately in need of love and support. LanvaJ, the first 01
the two tales and the only one set at King Arthur's court. is a male fantasy
of love and sexual gratification with a magnificent fairy-woman who comes
at his desire from the mythical Avalon. She meets his every need, in this
case for material wealth and love. Yanee. the second of the two tales, is
by contrast a female fantasy of love and sexual fulfillment with a shape-

--- ~ --------------------------------
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June Hall McCash
In her late twelfth-century collection of narrative lays, Marie de France
has used a variety of approaches and stylistic techniques to depict how
love may be attained and lost. In only two of the lays, however, Yonee
and Lanval, does fantasy seem to playa dominant role both as a psychological phenomenon and as a narrative device. Each lay has characteristics
of a fantasy generated by the mind of the protagonist-on.e female, one
male-who is desperately in need of love and support. Lanval, the first of
the two tales and the only one set at King Arthur's court, is a male fantasy
of love and sexual gratification with a magnificent fairy-woman who comes
at his desire from the mythical Avalon. She meets his every need, in lhis
case for material wealth and love . Yonec, the second of the two tales, is
by contrast a female fantasy of love and sexual fulfillment with a shape-
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changing goshawk, who becomes a handsome man in her presence. As
a consequence of the love of Muldumarec, the bird/man, and in contrast
to her barren marriage, she gives birth to a son, Yonec, who is able to
accompli~h her ultimate revenge on her aging and jealous husband. In
both stones, the lovers are beckoned at will from a fantastic realm and
invisibl~ to all but the beloved, they are able to fulfill both their imm~diate
an~ ultImate needs. Building on previous studies 01 the lays, some of
which aCk~OWledge the possibility of fantasy (i.e., Joan Ferrante, Deborah
Nelso.n, Michelle Freeman), this paper will compare the two lays, examining
~he ~IHe~ences, as Marie portrays them, between the male and female
ImaginatIons and the apparent demands and varying expectations she
seems to perceive between the masculine and feminine realms as
depicted in her poetic creation . It will also explore the use that ~arie
makes ~f generic fantasy of the two works, against a background of recent
theoretical works on fantasy as a literary genre.
Middle Tennessee State University

Southeastern Medieval Association.
Baylor University -- 3-6 October 1996
(En)gen.dering Public and Private: The Fairy Mistress Motif
In

PwyII, Pendeuic Dyuet and Marie's Lanva1.
Kathleen M. Hobbs

The ~airy mistr~ss motif is perhaps not the most obvious basis for a

com~ara.tJVe analysIs 01 Marie's La.nval and the First Branch 01 the
Mab.mogl, Pwyll,.Pendeuic Dyuet [Pwyll, Prince of Dyfed]. Of the hundreds
of different versions of the fairy mistress motif, there are certainly tales
wh.ose .dePloymen~ of the motif is done much more similarly. But the two
qUIte dIfferent verSIons under consideration here are comparable in their
d~parture from the usual pattern in which the protagonist loses the fairy
mistress after breaking the taboo she imposes .
.AS it is presented in Lanval and Pwyll. the fairy mistress motif
the P?wer. 01 women; but it also reinforces the notion that
women s power IS strictly limited to the realm of courtship. Marie's Lanval
centers almost exclusively on a tale of courtship Pwyll P d ' 0
.

hlghllg~ts

.

, en eU/c 'Yue!.
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on the other hand, is far more wide-ranging. It is not only a tale of courtship, but also a tale of Pwyll's aspirations toward an effectiveness in
kingship. Where Pwyll seems meant for an audience with an interest in the
preservation of rightful and autonomous Welsh rulers hip, and perhaps even
those rulers' mythic connections, Marie's molding of traditional motifs
tailors her work to a more focused and perhaps more politically secure
audience.
In both tales, the division between the Otherworld of the fairy mistress
and the world of the court parallels the division between the characters'
public and private identities. In each, the public realm of the court is
dominated by the social roles and expectations perpetuated by its
hierarchical and homosocial order. The private realm of courtShip, however. is located in an Otherworld where the lovers meet without the imposition of the social codes mandated by the court. In each tale, the hero
leaves his court in favor of the promises offered by the fairy mistress, and
accepts the restrictions she imposes upon him. But there is a distinct shift
in the narrative motifs controlling the direction of the tale Pwyll, Pendeuic
Dyuet. Unlike the fairy mistress in Lanval. Rhiannon leaves the fairy realm
in order to live with Pwyll at his court in Dyfed . When Pwyll's advisors
demand that she bear him a son in order to maintain her status, Rhiannon
ceases to be the fairy mistress of traditional lore who controls her own
realm and who imposes her will and desires on others; she is transformed,
rather, into the calumniated wife.
At the point of this narrative shift, the tales of Pwyll, Pendeuic Dyuet
and Lanval diverge most widely. Like Rhiannon. Lanval's fairy mistress is
an assertive character who actively pursues a mate of her own chOOSing.
But unlike Rhiannon, Lanval's mistress never follows her mate to dwell with
him in the public life at court. When she does finally come to court, she
is preceded by several of her maidens whose hyperbolic beauty and
bearing announce them as visitors from the Otherworld . Marie leaves off
in her 1ale at precisely the point where the motifs shift in Pwyll. Once
Lanvalleaves the court in order to enter fully into the private realm of idealized courtShip, Marie tells her readers: "Nuls hum n'en oi plus parler /
Ne jeo n'en sal avant cunter" (w. 645-46). When Pwyll brings Rhiannon to
live at court. she is subjected to all of its physical realities. Rhiannon's
body bears children, suffers punishment, and is given the status of
possession. subject to territorial claim and debate. Lanval, on the other
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hand, stresses the absolute and necessary division between the realms of
court and counship, between public and private. The strict separation that
Marie maintains allows her to elide Issues of bodiJy function and physical
reality in relation to lanval's mistress, keeping her in a constant state of
idealization. Though the tales Pwyl/, Pendeuic Dyuet and LanvaJ make use
of the fairy mistress motif in different ways, perhaps for different purposes,
both reinforce the notion that a woman who exercises agency has her
place only in a world elsewhere.
Rutgers University

Le Laustic et Ie ROSSignol: Issues of Intertextuality
and Influence in Marie de France and Chretien de Troyes.
June Hall McCash
Scholars have frequently speculated about the influence of Marie de
France on Chretien de Troyes and vice versa, but little work has been done
that really compares their works in any systematic way. Nevertheless
each has written a text that would seem to invite comparison with th~
other's work, namely Marie's Lausfic and Chretien's version of the
Philomela story in the Ovida moralise, presumed to be the work of which
he spoke in the prologue to the Cliges when he indicated that he had
written "de la hupe et de I'arondel et del rossignol la muance." Chretien's
work is a reworking of OVid's tale 01 Philomela's metamorphoSis into a
nightingale to escape the wrath of her brother-in-law Tereus. By the same
token, scholars have contended that Marie depends heavily on Ovid's work
for her depiction of violence, the image of the nightingale, and its
symbolism. Even so, critics have shown little interest in comparing the two
works .
This paper proposes to examine the texts in question by Marie de
France and Chretien de Troyes in an effort to explore possible intertextual
allusions that could be significant in determining whether indeed one of
them knew and was influenced by the other's work. Special attention will
be given to a comparison of the two authors' treatments 01 violence
descriPtio~s of the nightingale, depictions of the enclosed woman, and us~
01 symbOlism.
Middle Tennessee State University
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Family Matters:
Women and Kinship in the Middle English Laj Ie Freine
Andrea Rossi-Reder
'Although the Middle English translation of Marie de France's Lai de
Fresne is for the most part faithful to the French original, it contains some
subtle but significant differences. In a familiar, even bourgeois manner that
contrasts to Marie's aristocratic poem, the Middle English version stresses
the importance of kinship, not only through blood and marriage, but also
through godparenting, and shows specifically that women are the primary
links in establishing kinship ties. Moreover, the translator connects women
and kinship with divine order-women seem to be the instruments of God's
plans regarding protection and kinship ties.
In condemning the birth of her would be gossip's twin sons and then
in denying her own issue by exposing one of her twin daughters, Freine's
birth-mother denies the importance of kinship. When infant Freine is
exposed in the ash tree, she falls from the family tree like a ripe fruit left
to rot. Cast from the tree thus, she nevertheless will be nurtured by a
series of godparenting women other than her mother until she finally gets
the chance to rejoin her birth-mother and family, thereby regaining her
identity and status.
Just as the ash tree is both the site of Freine's exposure and
protection, her family tree both rejects her and ultimately embraces her. In
the end, family ties are reunited by birth and marriage; all is forgiven and
presumably healed .
Baylor University

Twelfth-Century Feminism:
The Self-Determining Heroines of Marie de France.
Judith Rice Rothschild and Edith Whitehurst Williams
It is no new departure to apply the terms 'feminist' and 'feminism' to
a discussion of Marie de France. She is herself that rare phenomenon--a
woman of the Middle Ages who succeeded in leaving an indelible mark on
the literature of her century, and moreover, even on that of the twentieth.
Marie also wrote at a time when feminine characters were assuming a role
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in European literature unheard of prior to the advent of the troubadours in
the preceding century. Although never conclusively identified, she is believed to have been connected with the court of Henry II Plantagenet of
England and Eleanor of Aquitaine, a court noted for its sophisticated tastes
in literature and not unlike the courts in France in manners and learning.
In spite of the intellectual milieu of such courts, certain rigid stereotypes of
the female character still prevailed. Heroines-and anti-heroines-were
usually portrayed in stock terms conforming to one mold or another. In·the
face of these restrictive influences, Marie achieved a remarkably authentic
treatment of the female characters in her Lais; her impartial presentation
reflects the insight of a poet which is not limited to her inSight as a woman
writer.
Oldest among these modes of thought against which Marie was
creating her Lais was the virulent antifeminism of patristic tradi'tion; one
does not have to search far to find a daughter of Eve portrayed in writing.
Within the framework of this thinking, the only defense against the inherent
evil for a woman was a retreat into the holy life; a second female type that
emerges is the saint or the very holy woman. In marked contrast to these
two is the imperious mistress of the Courtly Love tradition. We propose to
examine three of Marie's distinctive heroines and point out that, in each
case, the character acts as she does not because she is a woman,
conforming to a stereotype, but because she is a human individual making
choices in terms of her own nature.
The three female figures which will best serve this purpose are found
in the lays of Eliduc and £quitan. Eliduc's first wife, Guildeluec, illustrates
the saintly nature, but we will discover that her motives are grounded in
very human impUlses. His second love, the princess Guilliadun, could well
assume the role of capricious mistress, but she does not. The wife of the
seneschal in Equitan is indeed evil enough to claim kinship with Eve, but
since Equitan shares considerably more responsibility for their wrong-doing
than has traditionally been attributed to Adam, she cannot be identifed
solely as temptress . In these three characterizations we will observe what
has long been noted about Marie's narrative art: among the marks she left
on her highly traditional material is that of character development and
particularly of characters in action.
Appalachian State University / Eastern Kentucky University
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convention of the Modern Language Association
Washington, D.C. -- 27-31 December 1996
The Fables and Lais of Marie de France
and the dictum 'gloser la lettre'
Karen K. Jarnbeck
The most frequently discussed passage in the Lais of Marie de
France _ °K'i peussent gloser la lettre / E de lur sen Ie surplus mettre(Prologue, 13 -16) - has accumulated a considerable gloss unto itself.
Previous considerations, while focusing on definitions of terms and on
sources of the lines, have neglected the importance of glossing within the
culture of memory, as described by Mary Carruthers. Viewed within this
~memorial CUlture," Marie can be seen to refigure, preserve, and perhaps
recreate in the act of meditatio, the dicta and facta of the ancients (Greeks,
Romans, and Bretons), which are worthy for their sententia. Such are the
truths, the "granz biens u and "philosophie," to be laid away carefully in the
treasury of the mind and heart for future use. In both collections, she
explains and illustrates how glossing can renew and revivify traditional
texts, making them understandable and memorable. Marie's Lais and
Fables represent and bring together worthy actions, tales, and words of
wisdom. Readers and listeners who are able will take care to remember
these truths for the purposes of making prudent judgments and building
character. Viewed though the lens of "memorial culture," Marie's poetic
principles can be seen to constitute a coherent program, which she sets
forth in the prologues to the Fables and Lais and implements throughout
both works.
Western Connecticut State University

postgraduate Conference
University of Hull, U.K. -- 15 March 1997
Marie de France and the

Law.

Jacqui Eccles
Marie de France's interest in legal matters is evident throughout the
Lais. It is somewhat surprising that despite the abundance of references
to both law and legal procedure in her work. there have been very few
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studies of this aspect of Marie's Lais. Elizabeth Francis has written
about
the trial scene in Lanval, and John Bowers has provided us with
a study
of the role of ordeals in the Lais. The aim ot this study is to look
at the attention Marie has given to legal matters throughout the Lais, and
to examine her possible connections to the king who instigated the laws
which so
interested her. It will attempt to answer some of the Questions
posed by
Francis, Bowers and others, and also to address points which
seem to
have been hitherto overlooked. Marie de France's work transgr
essed in
every sense of the word, and the ultimate objective of this
study is to
illustrate why this is the case.
University of Liverpool

Annual Kentu cky Forei gn Langu age Confe rence .
lexing ton, KY -- 17-19 April 1997
Intertextual Considerations of
Marie de France's Espurgatoire Seint PaJriz.
Judith Barban
The Epilogue to Marie de France's Fables has long attracte
d the
attention of researchers because of the lines in which Marie
identifies
herself and her origins ("Marie ai num si sui de France"). But there
is more
to be learned about the enigmatic author, for the Epilogue
ends with
a brief prayer asking God to allow her to undertake another seemin
gly final
project that would be of personal spiritual value: "Or pri a deu omnipo
tent
/ Qu'a tel uevre me doinst entendre / Que jeo Ii poisse m'alme
rendre ." It
is tempting to see in these lines a reference to the work
generally
considered to be the third and latest of the extant poems ascribe
d to
Marie, for the Espurgatoire is certainly the most devout of
her known
works. Judging from Marie's own statement in the Epilogue
which she
herself added to Henry of Saltrey's Tractacus, the translation
was apparently not a commissioned work but something of her own choosi
ng, written
for altruistic purposes.
If indeed a translation of Henry's Latin text was what Marie conside
red
her magnum opus, it would be interesting to discover why she
chose this
work. What in it could have appealed to her? What values inheren
t in it
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was Marie seeking to communicate to the "Iale gent"? Intertextual
considerations of the Espurgatoire, the Fables, and the Lais will
reveal the
commonality of certain themes, motifs, character types, and messag
e~. F~r
le Owen the central character of the purgatory poem, was In
hiS
ex amp ,
,
youth opposed to Christianity and fought agains~ divine love. L'k .
I eWlse,
Guigemar, the title character of Marie's first lay, reJects human love.
After
both protagonists venture to another world where each is totally depe~d
ent
on the object of love for survival, they place themselves hencef
orth 10 :h~
service of the Jove they once resisted . Prominent in the Fables,
the .Ial
ester" (let it be) motif also appears in the l'Espurgatoire when
the kmg
advises Owen against becoming a monIc 'IE Ii rels Ii a . r~spond
u: /
chevaliers seit, si cum II fu; / ~o Ii loa a tenir, / en <;0 poelt
Deu bien
servir." From these and other correlations among the three
works, we
discem an authOr adapting her message to the medium -the courtly
lay,
the popular fable, or the theological treatise.
Winthrop University

L' Espurgatoire and Translation
Jeanette Beer
Marie de France in her prologue to the Lais rejected her inClinat
ion to
"aukune bone estoire faire / E de latin en romaunz traire" becaus
e. being
already overdone by others, it would not add to her fame. In l'Espur
gatoire
Seint Patriz, hOwever, she reverses herself, takes a Latin narrative by Henry
of Saltrey, and translates it into French. Some critiCS regard this
ve~ture
as different in kind from her previous works, and, even, as a
denial of
previous achievements. Is a new and very different audience .i
n~cr~be~. In
L'Espurgatoire? This paper will examine the similarities ~nd dlsslm~lantles
between L'Espurgatoire and Marie's previous translatIOns, lookmg
for
factors that might explain the apparent reversal.
Purdue University
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A Look at. the Prologues and Epilogues of Marie de France:
the Lais) the Fables, and the &purgatoire Seint Patriz.
June Hall McCash
The general prologue of the Lais of Marie de France has been, since
at least the 1940s, the Subject 01 much critical scrutiny by a variety of
scholars who have Identified a number of significant issues relating to
Marie's objectives and concerns in the writing of the Lais. Leo Spitzer's'
discussion of Marie de France as a ·poeta philosoph us et theologus;
followed by D. W. Robertson's efforts to read the language of Marie's
prologue with its mention of ·Iettre.· sen," and "surplus a as technical terms
consistent with the ·current exegetical practice" of explicating works in
terms of their /iliera, sensus. and sen tentia , opened a debate that has
continued for over fifty years. The prologues of Marie's' other works,
however. have not undergone the same critical scrutiny as that of the Lais.
This paper seeks to expand the discussion to include an exploration
of t~e pro~ogues. and epilogues of the Fables and the Espurgatoire Se;nf
Patnz. Its Intent IS to examine whether or not these other works of Marie
display the same concerns for such issues as memory, trans/alio studii
originali.ty, and the value of work and study as do the Lais. A preJiminar;
companson of these framing materials suggests that her concerns were
~oth consistent and evolving. They indicate that the poetic preoccupations
10 her earliest work did not disappear as she grew older and undertook the
writing of other types of literature. However, they evolved from the views
of a youthful poet aware of the ways of the court and the secular life to
more serious, and perhaps more mature, considerations of spiritual
matters.
G

Middle Tennessee State University

Marie de. France's Fable 70:
A Female's Rape Narrative and its Male Revisions.
Harriet Spiegel
Of all the literary narratives that call on us to. question the gender of
the authorial voice, none is more problematic than that recounting rape.
Contemporary feminist theorists have Questioned the possibility of rape
narratives when the patriarchy gives both language and perceptive form to
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the act of rape. Fable 70 by Marie de France presents an attempt to articulate the act of rape, both the despair of the female victim and the taunting
glee of the male perpetrator. Yet subsequent (male) tellings, notably in
Ysengrimus and the Roman de Renart, transform the violent act and the
despair into an event of ridicule and perverse justice.
California State University, Chico

International Congress on Medieval Studies
Kalamazoo M. 8-11 May 1997
"Le veir vus en dirai sanz faile":
Marie's Remembrance of LanvaJ, and Its Import
on the Prologue and the Arthurian Canon.
Douglas Canfield
In the spirit of Keith Busby's recent suggestion of the need for
"extended critical treatment" of the complicity between the narratives of the
late twelfth century and the act of their creation ("Ceo fu la summe de
l'escrU" in Philological Quarterly, 1995, p.3), this paper seeks to comment
on Lanval by revealing such a complicity. This revelation may illuminate
issues surrounding Lanval that have troubled scholars of the lay. bringing
about a reconsideration of the significance of a Prologue which has too
long been seen as merely "conventional," and an Arthurian figure who
does not figure prominently (if at all) in the Arthurian tradition.
Such a study must begin with what is useful to regard as Marie's art
poetique: the Prologue. A careful reading of the Prologue produces first
and foremost a rich interlace of terms relating to orality and textuality tnat
indicate a concern with remembrance rooted to some extent in remembering to listen to what one reads (or to remember the oral tradition) in
order to "gloser la lettre" more subtly. This amalgam, when applied to
readings of the Lais, assumes a specific identity in Lanval. The fairy who
becomes Lanval's lover and benefactor appears to embody textuality in the
lay, as she is always surrounded by a world of vision and verbs' of sight
and glOSSing. Lanval, on the other hand, would appear to represent the
embodiment of orality, as he is surrounded by a world of auditory verbs,
and is quiet ill a1 ease in the visual world. This double identification allows
Marie to weave a story which could be defined as an allegorical frans/alio
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studH, as a reification of the Prologue, and as a keen commentary on the
apparent lacuna that Lanval represents in the Arthurian corpus .
The specific mention of the union between Lanval and his mistress
parallels Marie's justification of the topos 01 translalio studii in that the fairy
explains that she has come from far away solely 10 find Lanval. and to give
him a body through which he regains his remembrance within the court in
exchange for a vow of silence. Once the vow is broken, it requires his
peers to either take his words about her beauty as truth ("Le veir vus en
dirai sanz faile," with all of veil's polysemic possibilities) or to posit this
truth in her body, which they inspect as scrupulously as if she were a book
on custom law. In fact. they 'glossed' her body and used their own
wisdom to apply its significance to Lanval's trial in a mise en scene of the
prescription of the Prologue. This reading of Lanva/ fUr1her suggests a
symbiotic relationship between the text and the original lay which excludes
would-be /osengiers from sharing the glory with Marie, or from taking from
her completely by ascribing it whOlly 10 the Arthurian tradition . She makes
it quite clear that Lanval has been forgotten in the world of Arthur, and her
corpus allows Lanval. in the words of Jean Rychner. to rise from "Ie nE~ant·
(Edition of the Lais. p. 254). While Lanval may belong to the Arthurian
court, his renown is due alone to the fairy, or to Marie, a truth she does
not fail to tell.
University of Oklahoma
Memory, Metaphor, and Marie de France.
SunHee Kim Gertz
In 1930, Leo Spitzer wrote, ftDichten hei Ilt fur Marie erinnern" [For ,
Marie, to write poetry means to remember!]. Marie's focus on memory is
not surprising in its twelfth-century context. Memento mori services for the
dead, and exempla in sermons, histories, and literary col/ections reveal a
complex web that allows such a focus to be comprehensible. What is
quielly striking, however, is Marie's memorializing of vernacular rather than
Latin poetry, her apparent approbation for remembering love's literature
rather than patently religious writings, and the clearly high value she
places on poetry itself.
For Marie, memory is not simply a receptacle or place holder. For
her, memory's relation to poetry is also not. I would like to argue in this
presentation, an approximate synonym for Ihe literary canon--not simply
an attempt to ensure that the lays she has heard are preserved in writing .
Marie's poetics of memory, 01 course, include such memorializing. But
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further, memory is a touchstone for exploring the dynamics of poetry, as I
intend to demonstrate with the help of medieval and modern semiotic and
memory theory and through the example of Le Chievrefoil.
In Le ChJevrefoif, it is obvious that the two lovers are partners in the
coding and decoding of a message invisible to others, one that conveys all
that must be known in an instant. In a sense, the lovers share a private
metaphor, one that draws heavily on their own memories as well as on their
penchant for memorializing. Critically, their interaction also mirrors the
relation between authors and readers. Thus, readers not only recognize
metaphors, but also must be able to place them into larger contexts,
Perhaps most importantly. however, Marie also suggests that every attempt
(not just the result) to create or read a complex text is metaphorical as well
as memorializing.
Clark University

The Transfer of Desire,
or Why Not "Guildeluec and Guilliadun"?
Florence Newman
At the outset of the last of her Lais, Marie de France offers a synopsis
of the tale of a knight married to one woman, Guildeluik, and in love with
another, Guilliadun:
D'eles deus ad Ii lai a nun
Guildeluec ha Gualadun.
Eliduc fu primes nomez,
Mes ore est Ii nuns remuez,
Kar des dames est avenu.
The hero's conflicting loyalties constitute the unifying and traditional
premise of the romance, while the courtship of Eliduc and Guilliadun
employs many of Ihe most familiar conventions of fine amour. sighs,
uncertainties, secret messages and meetings, the sufferings of separation .
It is little wonder that modern editors have reverted to the lay's original
name, following the typical practice of titling medieval romances after their
male protagonists. Marie's insistence that this is an aventure that befell two
women, however, deserves greater consideration. Not only does the narrative emphasize the sincerity of both women's sentiments, by contrast with
Eliduc's equivocations, but the imaginative and emotional climax of the story
is a scene of surprising tenderness between Guildeluec and Guilliadun, in
which Guildeluec assumes the role of lover and spouse toward her would-be
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rival, a compound role to which Eliduc proves inadequate. At the tale's
conclusion, when first Guildeluec and then Guilliadun enter a convent, the
potentially erotic becomes subsumed by the explicitly spiritual, conferring
legitimacy on a female bond that ordinarily finds little place in courtly
romance.
As Gaston Paris observed over a hundred years ago, Marie's lay is the
best known and arguably the 'most poetic' treatment 01 the popular legend
of "Le Mari aux Deux Femmes," a legend exemplary, according to Paris, of
"feminine virtue and conjugal affection ." Comparison of her version to lIIe
et Galeron by Gautier d'Arras (who identifies his hero IIle as 'son of Eliduc")
points up how radically Marie has privileged affection between women, a
gesture Gautier seems to recognize and deliberately reject. Gautier's revisionist rendering of the oman with two wives" motif, which restores heterosexual relationships and the hero's Quest for identity to their central place in
the romance narrative, reveals that Gautier has not only read Marie, but he
has understood her implications all too well.
Towson State University

Chicken Scratchings:
Marie's Use of Written Sources in the Fables.
Elizabeth Poe
The purpose of this paper is to explore the significance of the opening
and closing fables of Marie's collection. Because the order of the fables does
not vary significantly among the twenty-three manuscripts preserving all or
part of the collection, we may assume that the arrangement of texts reflects
the author's own plan . More specifically, we may assume that the fact that
the collection is framed by stories having to do with chickens of one kind or
another represents a deliberate chOice on Marie's part.
But why chickens? I believe that the answer to this question lies in
Marie's view of herself as a writer and in her attitude toward her written
sources . In developing my idea, I shall identify Marje's probable models for
these stories, analyze how she adapted the source texts to her own purposes, compare the two chicken stories as she recounts them, and comment on the two significant transformations from one to the other: namely,
the shift from male to female (cock in the first instance. hen in the second);
and the introduction in the lal1er of a human interlocutor in the form of a
woman .
Tulane University
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9:30-10:45

Lais

- Regula Evitt (San Francisco State University)
·Writing from the Space of the Displaced."
_ Tilde Sankovich (Northwestern University)
"From Orality to Writing: Crossing the Border.D

Foreword by Sahar Amer
This highly successful and informative "Journee de travail on Marie de
France" took place on April 20, 1996, a1 Columbia University. Organized by
R. Howard Bloch (Department of French and Romance Philology.
Columbia University) and by Margaret Pappano (graduate student from the
Department of English and Comparative literature, Columbia University),
it gathered scholars from the United States and Canada; it was dedicated
to the exchange of ideas and works in progress on various aspects of
Marie de France's works. ranging from literary and critical analyses to a
roundtable on issues surrounding the translation of Marie's works. Joan
Ferrante, Robert Hanning, and Harriet Spiegel spoke candidly about their
experiences as translators . The presentations culminated with a keynote
address delivered by Stephen Nichols.
This event, the first of its kind in this country, was a great success: not
only was the quality of the papers presented truly outstanding, but also,
contrary to most conference sessions on Marie de France, this "Journee
de travail placed equal emphasis on her three texts : the Lais, the Fables
and 1he Espurgatoire Seint Patriz. The intimate format of the event allowed
a friendly and productive exchange between scholars. The "Journee" ended~ .
with a reception which gathered all the participants and the audience in
informal discussion.
It is a pleasure to thank both Professor Bloch and Ms . Pappano for
having organized this event, and for having lacilitated such a stimulating
gathering of scholars working on Marie de France.
U

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

- Anthony Allen (U niversity of Pennsylvania)
"Mouming and Textuality in the Laustic."

11 :00- 12:00 Focus on Equitan
_ Donna Alfano Bussell (San Francisco State University)
"Burning Bodies and the Heat of the Hunt."
_ Marlene ViUabos Hennessey (Columbia University)
"The Aesthetics of Number in Marie de France's Equitan."
1:30-2:45 Fables

- Roberta Morosini (McGill University)
·'Femmes saivent enginner .. . unt un art plus ke Ii deable':
Marie misogyne?U
_ Sahar Amer (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
"Claiming a Female Voice: Marie de France and the Esope."
- R. Howard Bloch (Columbia University)
"From a Theology to an Ethics of Language in the Fables."
3:06-4:00 Roundtable on Translating Marie
_ Joan Ferrante (Columbia University), Robert Hanning (Columbia
University), Harriet Spiegel (Catitornia State U niversity--Chico).
4: 15-5:00 L'Espurgatoire

- David Pike (American University)
"'Le dreit enfer vus mosterruns': Marie's Espurgatoire Seint Patrii."
- Mary Agnes Edsall (Columbia University)
"Translating with Authority :
Marie's Espurgatoire and Henry's. Erasure."

5:00-5:45 La Sume de rEscrit
- Stephen G. Nichols (The Johns Hopkins University)
"Solomon's Bed, Virgil's Bacchanal, and Marie's Riotous Writing."
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ABSTRACTS
Writing from the Space of the Displaced,
or Whose Bodies MaHer in Chaitive/
Regula Meyer Evitt
The twelfth-century debate on the creation of Eve, with its emphasis on
Eve's necessary mirroring of Adam through the matter she derives from him
(as both Jo Ann McNamara and Stephen Nichols have argued), ultimately
reinscribes a hierarchically correct gender paradigm: one which holds
women to be inferior copies of men. Medieval romances regularly repro.
duce this cultural hierarchy, subsuming female within male identity. When
these texts work to limit their temale characters' autonomy and agency, they
also seek in analogous ways to contain their female readers. Female voices
in romance, Echo-like, often reproduce male desIre rather than express
female desire substantively. Such a scenario displaces the identities of both
character and reader. Marie de France, I argue, responds in her lays to this
interconnected narrative and cultural displacement of women by constructing
narrative topographies quite literally from the displaced female bOdy .
Marie uses this strategy variously throughout the lays: Guigemar,
Lanva/, and Yonec provide especially striking examples. All three are metapoetic to the extent that their female protagonists serve as responsive
'readers' within the text who actively shape their own narratives by critiquing,
resisting, or reconceiving the cultural norms which make them Objects of
commodification and erotic desire. By reconfiguring her fictive female
characters in these ways, Marie demystlfies romance's standard appropriation of temale characters and readers . She does so by working within the'
conventions 01 the genre. However, Marie mimes the system's conventions
in order to question its pretensions of including the feminine within a
fundamentally androcentric universe. She transforms the characteristic components of romance transgressively: whether through morphic characters
who undergo both supernatural and gender transformations (a hawk-knight;
a wereWOlf), or through beasts who challenge her culture's normative
bounds tor gender, mortality, textuality (an androgynous stag-hind; weasels
with the power to resurrect the dead; a cygnet who quite literally signs when
he carries messages between separated lovers) .
In Chaitivsf, however, Marie moves beyond transgressive mime . If her
other lays contain metapoetic elements, this lay is, as critics have noticed
frequently , Marie's meta-fai. It presents erotic experience as already and
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always textable; narrates its female protagonist's decision to transform ~er
tragic love experience inlo a lay . In this lay, "Ialent" tr~nsforms Mane's
narrator from listening audience to author-agent who pieces togethe~ a
narrative about a woman who resists beingfragmenled by the com~etmg
desires of multiple lovers. Here Marie explores explicitly the ~otentlal tor
self-authorization within a narrative, collapSing the fictive boundanes ~etween
herself and her female protagonist by gradually omitting the slgnatu.re
editorial insertions through which she underscores her omniscient aut~onal
presence in other lays . Marie's doubled cultur~l.slatus ~s author-subJ~t/
woman-object constitutes a virtually unique position of displacement given
that female authors of romance are so rare. She explores how the creating
'subject' who is herself Iypically designated 'object' by her culture and
expecte~ to mirror male desire, should represent ~erself. fictively, In oth.er
metapoetic lays, I argue, Marie exposes the mythic dlmensl~ns ~f sp.ecula~lty
in masculine representations of the feminine: a false mirroring In which
masculine figures see themselves reflected in the eyes of the women they
desire, and occupy, as Judith Butler emphasizes in Bodies lh,at M~tter, .~oth
terms oflhe binary opposition, masculine-feminine. In the meta-fat Chalf/vel,
however, Marie uses her erasure of the traditional narrative boundary
between author and narrated character to suggest that wome~ need not. ~e
constructed at all in specular relation to androcentric deSire. If Mane s
metapoetic lays ask, "What happens when the mirror speaks, when the
feminine mimes masculine desire transgressively?" then ChaWvel asks, "What
happens when the mirror represents herself as other th~~ mirror,. when she
speaks trom the extracultural position of the fe~lnsne, whlC.h Bu.tler
designates the excessive feminine?" Commanded to mirror the deSire of Just
one of four knights who vie for possession of her, Marie's lady tran,storms
herself instead into a refracting lens. In a witty gesture through Whl.Ch the
lady pre-empts the usual metonymic reduction of woman, she offers different
parts of her raiment to each as "druerie" to carry i~to the tournament. The
knights successively name the'lady even as the narrator deftly Wilh~ldS her
name. Through their repetition of the act of nammg, they confirm ~he
integrity of her identity while the narrator prevails in posseSSing her i~~ntJt~.
The lay -inverts and reverses the processes through which the feminine IS
fragmented. Chaitivef, I conclude, is ultimately a lay about who ought to
possess the power of naming in a post-Edenic world: whether or .not that
power of signifying should be assigned by gender; whether the displaced
female voice can find its true matter.
San Francisco State University
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From Orality to Writing: Crossing the Border.
Tilde Sankovitch
This paper is part of a larger project in which I want to consider the i
notion of M'arie de France as an inveterate crosser of borders, a transgressor of boundaries, and of the Lais as migrant stories. The notions of
migration, of crossing, of trangression, of borders and boundaries, are of ;
course implied in her name, thanks to the preposItion "de,· which she
includes in her self-presentation in the Epilogue to the Fables. She endows
her name not with nostalgia but with the strong awareness of an elsewhere
from whence she springs. Some of the crossings she effects are from
France to England; from anonymity into naming; from silence into
literature; from invisIbility into remembrance. As central to all these crossings and paradigmatic of them I see the crossing from orality into writingthe focus of this paper. It is a problematic crossing in which she participates along with her contemporaries, the crossing from a largely oral to
an increasingly written culture. The Question of orality versus writing is one
that has obviously preoccupied her, and we see in the Lais clear traces of
that almost obsessive preoccupation that leads her to attempt a reconciliation between the promise of narrative veracity connected with orality,
and the promise of continuing interpretation of her work. embedded in the
written text.
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This structural 'lack' has repercussions on the reader's hermeneutic
practice. As has otten been remarked, the funeral wrapping of the dead
nightingale in a cloth "a or brusde e tut escrit," and its subsequent
enshrining in a reliquary, may function as an image of Marie's own poetic
enterprise of preservation and memorialization. But how should we read
the ending of the lay? Does the lady's last poetic envoi deploy a mournful
elegy to the lost presence of the voice, or a hagiological celebration of the
transcendence of writing?
Focusing on this indeterminacy, I would like to explore the
implications of the funeral rite that Marie inscribes here as the origin of a
generative process of textuality. Working from Abraham and Torok's (and
originally Freud's) distinction between mourning and melancholia
(Crypfonymie, L'ecoree et Ie noyau) , as well as Derrida's questioning of
this conceptual binary ("Fors"), 1 seek to show how the lovers' mourning
ritual delivers an ambivalent message about the monumentalizing effect of
textuality. Finally, conSidering that the melancholic model informs our
attempts to read and recover the past, r examine the epistemological
implications of Marie's tale for us, contemporary readers of medieval texts.
Ohio State University

Buming Bodies and the Heat of the Hunt.
Donna Alfano Bussell

Northwestem University

Mourning and Textuality in the Laiistic.
Anthony Allen
This paper is an attempt to read Marie de France's Lausfie against the
backdrop of a reflection on writing, loss, and transcendence, that is
currently being elaborated in medieval studies. Framed as it is in MS
Harley 978 between Yonee and Milun. two stories of birds, Illegitimate
desire, and the birth of a child, the Laustic may be said to represent a
melancholic lapse from this avian triptych's economy of transcendence.
Whereas Muldumarec and Milun's sons are called upon as redemptive
figures to fulfill their histories and achieve narrative closure, the adulterous
lovers of the Laustic are left to mourn in silence the death of their
metaphoric creation.

Among Marie de France's lays, Equilan is remarkable. Disquieting in
its stark brutality and Machiavellian candor. Equitan defies classification as
a traditional tale of conflicted love. It is the love aventure-turned-fabliau.
Highlighting an opposing narrative tradition in her prologue and epilogue.
signified by the "Bretons" and their creation of lays, she heightens the
discrepancy between the diagetic level of the story, the ignoble course of
events evident in Equitan as the narrative unfolds, and the extradiagelic
level of narration and audience expectations indicated in her prologue and
epilogue. 1 argue that Marie does this as a means of problematizing the
ways in which her narratives are molded to fit particular pre-set meanings
in order to serve social and public functions. She complicates love's
aventure when she juxtaposes the semiotics of the lay's frustrated lovers
with those of the trickster to evoke a fabliau atmosphere in which the
conflict of power and narrative control can be revealed. The seamy side of
ambition in the noble class is displayed in Equitan, a nasty, power-grabbing
world in which women are implicated as well as men. Marie brings to light
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that which occurs out of the audience's view, behind the closed doors of the
Breton lay's noble narrative image: the struggle over what the story- tellers
could say and what those noble narrative subjects want them to say.
Rewriting the events in Equifan as a lay, as the Breton barons do for the
sake of remembrance, covers the intrigues in guise of glorious stories which
efface the 'Other' stories of deceit.
When Marie draws a distinction between the glorious story and its gory
'Other' as one that occurs over the body of a woman, she literalizes the
connection between pOlitical movement and the love debates. The poetics
of memory, imagination, and meaning are played out in Equilan as a
problem of gender as well as political interests. In the widening gap
between extradiagetic expectations of conflicted love and the diagetic
maneuvering for the creation of narrative, each character of the noble estate
represented in Equilan tries to redirect the course of narrative events to
better his or her sociopolitical interests. Ultimately, however, the woman Is
Situated as the fulcrum on which the aequus/equus of pOlitical relationships
and systems signed by the lay shifts sharply into fabliau.
San Francisco State University

The Aesthetics of Number in Marie de France's Equilan
Marlene Villalobos Hennessy
The name 'Equitan' can be refracted from the Latin term aequus,
meaning equal, which comes into Old French as the words equile, equalite,
and ega/so This paper will argue that Equitan's name, the embedded interpretations and aSSOCiations it suggests, and the vocabulary of the lay are
closely connected. Throughout Equitan, words such as "egals," "justise:
"mesure," "Ieial," "Ieialte," and "Ieialment," recur. These are all terms of
comparison, measure, and equivalence-words which have social, legal, and
economic associations. This unfolding of language creates an entire
semantic field, which is marked beneath the surface by what I refer to as an
'aesthetics of number.' I will suggest that numbers act as an organizing
principle for Equitan and its allegory and serve to create a formal architecture in the lay. Moreover, I will demonstrate how social and sexual relations in Equitan are expressed as a series of nearly mathematical equations
emphatically linked to the feudal and courtly lexicon 01 the lay . Finally, I
hope to show that the lay as a whole resembles a feudal courtroom in which
moral law, equity, and distributive justice eventually triumph.
Columbia University
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"Femmes saivent enginner .•. unt un art plus ke Ii deable"
Was Marie de France a misogynist?
Roberta Morosini
This paper is aimed at drawing a portrait of women as they are
depicted in the fables with human figures in order to document and explain
Marie de France's supposed misogyny, by trying to cast it in a different
light, one which I arrived at by taking into consideration a similar attitude
towards the figure of the vi/ein. In the first part 01 this paper I consider the
various types of women Marie includes in this 'corpus' of human fables.
One can say that the portrait of the woman could easily fit into one of the
types described by Northrup Frye in his Anatomy of Criticism, namely the
"Alazon." My concern, at this point. is to show one instance of a contradictory attitude when she suddenly switches from obvious disapproval to
sympathy and indulgence towards a woman's ability to deceive. The
second part of the paper explores the way Marie traces the portrait of the
vi/ein, who could also fit into one of Frye's figures, namely the "Agroikos."
The image of the vi/ein turns ol!t to be no better than that of the woman
and interestingly, for the vi/ein, there is also an isolated case in which
Marie takes his defense ("The Peasant and His Horse").
My conjecture is that just as Marie's attitude cannot be construed as
if a courtly poet (as some scholars would have it), her attitude towards
women cannot be interpreted as misogyny. The contradictory cases concerning the femme and the vilein could be, in fact, a symptom of the
impact on Marie of the new social context. She is not concerned with upholding the interest of the upper classes or those of men against women,
but in guaranteeing the social harmony she perceives to be in danger.
I end this paper with the question: are we to attribute the isolated but
significant cases of Marie's unexpected sympathy for women, as in the
analogous case of the vilein, to their deceitful but skillful discourse? Does
this confirm her admiration for the rhetorical skill-"la bone eloquence"praised in the Prologue of the Lais?
McGill University
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Solomon's Bed, VirgiJls Bacchanal,
and Marie's Riotous Writing.

"Le dreit enfer vus mosterruns":
Marie's Espurgatoire Seint Patriz
David L. Pike

Stephen G. Nichols

The key to Marie's Espurgatoire lies in its relationship to the genre of
the Otherworld vision as well as in its ties to the Lais and Fables. Marie's
translation of Henry of Saltrey's Tractafus de purgaforio Sanet! Patr/cil
makes two primary alterations of the Latin text. First, she renders the protagonist Owein Into a Romance chevaliers . Second, the vocabulary she
adds to or substitutes for Henry's-especially the adverbs apertement and
veirement and the verb mostrer--insinuates a language of truth-claims, as
opposed to the Latin text's assumption of the self-evident verity of its
words. Marie's vernacular translation proposes the topography of hell as
an important meeting-place of the theological issues of the Otherworld
vision and the textual concerns of medieval romance.

Marie de France must be credited with inventing (in the medieval
sense) a certain kind of vernacular writing. Guigemar, her first lay in British
Library MS Harley 978, offers compelling evidence of her innovative
discourse, especially when viewed in conjunction with the Prologue. There
is no clear line of demarcation between the end of the one and the
beginning of the other in MS Harley 978. Or, rather. one should say there
is an overlap between plausible endings of the Prologue and possible
beginnings of Guigemar. Imbrication 01 these initial texts suggests a
relationship of theory and practice between Prologue and Guigemar where
the latter represents both a laboratory for and a demonstration of Marie's
founding of the lay as hybrid cultural product.
"Hybrid accurately describes Marie's allegory of writing as a corollary
to taming the chaos of nature by the art of agriculture-that art of
cultivation evoked so powerfully by Virgil in his Georgics. a work Marie
cleverly insinuates into Guigemar. "Hybrid" also reminds us of how the
Prologue lays out Marie's program for a new writing that grafts language
upon language to transform indigenous flora into new creations. She tells
us how she will take rough Breton lays from the wilds of Broceliande,
transform them through the art of composition into written texts to
ornament a new language of culture and conquest. Anglo-Norman.
Linguistic pluralism lies at the heart of Marie's enterprise. Breton, English,
Latin, Anglo-Norman. even Old Norse (cf., hafne. G. 151 ) color the fabric
of her lays. conveying Marie's consciousness of the hybrid cultural domain
she surveys . Obsessively. Marie evokes the different languages 01 her
cultural sphere. She does not do so to signal barbarism. the term for
linguistic alterity in Greece and Rome. Rather, it proudly signals her own
learning by which her language and her art combine to create a new
cultural model by grafting onto the Latin-Romance stock ancient shoots
from indigenous linguistic (and poetic) traditions .
AnamneSis. revelation or provocative memory recovery is what Marie
describes in her Prologue and what her linguistic pluralism seeks . She
manages anamnesiS by violating rhetorical decorum through the use of a
D
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figure known to medieval grammarians. including her own model. Priscian.
They called the trope 'Metaplasm: to suggest how incorrect or barbarous
forms could be recuperated and trained to express an original
image. For Marie this means introducing unexpected words at key moments, terms drawn from other languages and from other poetiC works
whose juxtaposition with Marie's own writing sets off mischievous diss
nanee with the original texts, or at least with their subsequent and
reception. By spiking her text with unsettling references to classical
biblical works of reverential authority, Marie simultaneously recovers
mythical and erotic in them, while defiantly affirming the same qualities in
her own work. Virgil's Georgics, the Song of Songs and the mythical
origins of the goddess of song herself, Carmenta. are examples of the
revisionist view of classical texts. and the bold assertion of the power of
vernacular ones, that Marie incorporates in the first of her Breton Jays.
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Foreword by Walter Blue
The 1996 NEH summer seminar on "Marie de France and the Making of
the Medieval Subject," led by R. Howard Bloch at Columbia University, was a
success and a delight. From the outset, participants were asked to consider
the entire corpus of Marie's work-Lais, Fables and Espurgatoire Seint Patrizin the context 01 the twelfth-century Renaissance, and to reflect on Marie as
a feminine subject who constructs for herself a powerlul poetic persona in an
age quite hostile to creative women.
At Marie's own invitation to read and reread, each of the twelve participants (university professors from nine different states-eight women and four
men) adopted a lay and presented it to the group. adding the necessary and
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inevitable surplus. Special emphasis was given throughout the seminar to
Marie's literary obsessions : naming and remembering, framing and memorializing, prologues and epilogues, tombs and texts, gaps and glosses, and
the consequences of both speech and silence. The polysemic plasticity of
Old French and Marie's concern with sexual ambiguity were not forgotten.
The proceedings were enriched by the presentations of visiting
scholars Steven Nichols and Karen Jambeck, enlivened by excursions to
the Pierpont Morgan library and to the Cloisters, and enhanced by weekly
group lunches and by receptions hosted both by Columbia and by
Professor Bloch in his own home. Columbia's hospitality was impeccable
and her resources inexhaustible. Participants delved joyously into the
immense riches of the university's library and were able to carry out their
research projects with diligence and imagination while still finding time to
enjoy the countless amenities of the metropolis .
All participants join me in extending hearty thanks to Professor Bloch
for his splendid leadership and encouragement. Our appreciation for Marie
-already high at the start-has only increased.
liDit vus en ai la verite" (Chievrefoi/, v. 117).

Hamline University

Layering Love in Marie de France's Guigemar.
Judith Barban
It is not surprising that an author whose very name is an anagram of
the word almer (to love) should give preeminence to the subject In the
twelve narrative verse tales which are now generally accepted as the work
of one woman known as Marie de France. The stories are indeed love
stories, but they are stories so constructed as to present simultaneous
layers or levels of love, each inviting an interpretation of the lay from a
different perspective. I propose a reading of one of the tales which will
illustrate this stratified structure, ~his layering of love. In this paper I summarize representative scholars who have made stylistic, socio-psychological, and theoretical studies of the Lais. Moreover, I propose another
dimension through a Christian approach which seeks to reconcile the
opposing twelfth-century forces of Augustinian theology and Courtly Love.
The narrative lay Guigemar appears as the first tale in the two most
important manuscripts of Marie de France's collection (MSS Hand S).
Since researchers have always agreed that Guigemar was doubtless the
author's choice as an opener, and since Marie is now recognized as a
writer of great deliberation, it may be safely assumed that the first poem,
in its place of prominence, was designed to introduce the reader/listener
to the artistry and ideology of the author as well as to the new genre she
has created. In the general prologue to the tales, several enigmatic lines
seem to suggest that Marie is inviting her readers to discover hidden truths
within the text: she mentions the ancients who wrote with deliberate
obscurity knowing that readers of the future would have more subtlety of
mind and would be able to decipher lessons which would prepare them for
any eventuality. Despite the many varying translations of these lines, each
version seems to urge the reader to search the text for a golden thread
that will illuminate the author's intentions.
Guigemar is, first of all, a carefully created love story: the story is
framed in a prologue and conclusion; the time, place, and hero are established for the reader; plot and character development. a prepared denouement. and, as is often the case with Marie, a perplexing ending are all
present. Combining Celtic motifs and classical themes, Marie tells a basic
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The Persistence of Doubling in Marie de France's Biduc.
love story in which the lovers meet, are separated, and finally are reunited
Clearly woven Into the fabric at the love story is Marie's concept of roman.
tic rove which is influenced by the Tristan legend and the courtly love
tradition .

:.

On another level, Guigemar is a socia-psychological study of a young
man's awakening sexuality, the importance of parental love in preparing
this awakening, and the complications and confrontations love introduces
into peer relations.

GUigemar's love theme may also be seen as a paradigm of the
author's love for literature, or more cogently, the writer's act of launching
the word, 01 creating literature. Certain key words in Old French (fraire,
traitsr, even lai ) help unlock this view of a twelfth-century woman for
whom writing is liberation and love.
Guigemar is replete with signs and symbols inviting a Christian interpretation in which the protagonist may be compared to Jacob (Old
Testament), to Saul of Tarsus (New Testament) and, generally, to the
Sinner (Everyman) redeemed by Love. Elements of the biblical Song of
Songs also invite an allegorical interpretation . Though such a Christian
allegory is POSSible, it is ultimately not satisfying, for there is too much of
the essentially human in Marie's characters . For all its reflection of the
divine, love in the Lais remains profoundly human and profoundly passive.
Indeed it is Guigemar's passivity which so clearly illustrates the Augustinian
concept "Pondus meum amor meus" [My love is my weJght]. Carried
about by this weight. the true Christian is predestined to love Christ and to
be drawn to him. Likewise, in Guigemar the true lover is led about by the
force of love and predestined to find the object of his affection.
Marie achieves a tour de force in Guigemar, for in the poem the
reader discovers a complex, multilayered exaltation of love in which the
Celtic supernatural is doused with destiny, coated with courtly refinement,
then anointed with the oil of Christian implications and Augustinian
precepts.
Winthrop University

Wendy Tibbetts Greene
The reader sensitive to Marie de France's opening prologue to the
La/s-- an invitation to interpret ad infinitum--cannot believe that this subtle
writer's insistent dealing in doubles in Elidue has no meaning beyond Itself.
For Marie's inclination to play with names, words, and numbers in all of her
work excites the reader's hunger to gloss the text. In Elidue, Marie may be
working with a number of analogues. Readers have suggested that it deals
with the nature 01 writing, the legend of the fall, or uncondilionallove. Yet
none of these theses explains Marie's attention to pairs . While this lay has
been described as "triadic" in structure, Marie also seems determined to
emphasize the recurrence of two's-not necessarily opposites-or couples,
in the world around her. Two wives, two kings, two chess games, two
round-trip journeys, two wars, two fainting spells, two weasels. and two
retreats from the world occur in the lay.
The conclusions that result from an examination of Marie's relentless
pairing are the following: the two women are more alike than different,
sisterlike; the conflicts in the tale do not arise from the two women, who
rarely if ever disagree; the two kings suggest betrayal as a recurring
theme; the two chess games and wars that battle (and perhaps all male
strategizing) is improperly regarded as play in Marie's culture. Likewise,
the pair of joumeys emphasizes the idea of danger as a necessary part of
man's life (women are protected and rarely travel). The spells, weasels,
and retreats from the world are uniquely feminine, and they are the sources
of the serenity that ends the tale.
This examination reveals nothing the reader might have hoped for: no
recurring patterns of opposition, no parallel scenes, no recurrent bargains,
no equivalent exchanges- of the sort we encounter in Sir Gawain and the
Green Knight. What is revealed is Marie's devotion to her two women.
Did she not tell us, at the beginning of her story, that it was no longer to
be Aamed for Eliduc but was about the two women? Pursuing the persistence of pairs reveals that what they have in common is their connection
with the two women. Even the least likely pairs, the kings and the wars,
are related to Guilliadun and GUildeluec. Perhaps Marie de France has not
used this persistent pattern of two's to call attention to any single
interpretation of Elidue, but for the love of pattern for its own sake. What
consummate artist does not do likewise?
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical University

